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55.
Members noted that a submission from 運 輸 業 關 注 違 例 駕 駛 記 分 小 組
was tabled at the meeting.
(Post-meeting note: The submission was issued after the meeting vide LC Paper
No. CB(1)1141/04-05 on 21 March 2005.)
56.
The Chairman welcomed the representatives from the Administration and the
deputations to the meeting.
57.
The Secretary for the Environment, Transport and Works (SETW) said that
Hong Kong had very good reputation in traffic management within the Asian region.
The Administration had the responsibility to ensure that adequate measures were in
place to foster the compliance of road users with traffic regulations. In October 2004,
a serious traffic accident caused by red light jumping was widely reported by the
media and thus had aroused serious concern within the community about the problem
of red light jumping. She stressed that the Administration had taken actions on the
problem not simply in response to this incident or a few other similar incidents
occurred thereafter. All along, the Administration had kept close watch over the road
safety situation in Hong Kong having regard to traffic accident statistics. In 2004,
there was an average of 107 prosecutions against red light jumping each day, a 60%
increase compared with 2002. The number of casualties caused by red light jumping
had also increased by 16%. On average, there was one traffic accident caused by red
light jumping each day. In terms of prosecution/accident rate, there was one accident
out of every 432 prosecutions against speeding involved casualties while the situation
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for red light jumping was one out of every 111 prosecutions. Having regard to these
and other relevant statistics, the Administration considered the situation warranted
serious attention. After a comprehensive review, the Administration had put forward
measures to address the problem of red light jumping, amid other measures to combat
inappropriate driving behaviour.
58.
SETW further said that the Administration understood the concerns of the
transport trades and concurred with the trades’ suggestion that publicity and education
for both motorists and pedestrians should be strengthened. In light of their views and
suggestions, the Administration had checked whether the amber phase of some traffic
signals did not conform to the standard 3-second duration, and reviewed the
enforcement policy and practices with regard to red light jumping. Moreover,
overhead traffic signals had been installed at certain traffic black spots and the
Administration had plans to install more red lighting jumping cameras and camera
housings. Apart from the safety of pedestrians and motorists, the Administration was
also concerned about the surge of insurance premiums for public light buses (PLBs)
arising from the increase of fatal incidents last year. On the proposal to raise the
penalty level for red light jumping, SETW stressed that the Administration considered
the measure necessary to achieve the intended deterrent effect and hence to maintain a
safe road environment for motorists and pedestrians. The majority of motorists who
were law abiding would benefit from the measure. To gauge public opinion on the
issue, the Administration had commissioned the University of Hong Kong to conduct
an opinion poll. Among some 1 500 respondents which included motorists, there was
a general consensus that imposing 5 Driving Offence Points (DOPs) for red light
jumping was appropriate.
新界的士司機權益大聯盟
59.
梁 于 榮 先 生 , 理事 of the Alliance, said that for enhancing road safety,
improving traffic management facilities especially traffic signals would be more
effective than raising the penalty for red light jumping. The design of traffic signals
should be improved to enable drivers to make correct judgment on whether he should
go ahead or stop when approaching a signalized junction.
Kowloon Taxi Owners Association Ltd.
60.
Mr YUM Tai-ping, Chairman of the Association, said that the Association did
not object to raising the penalty for deliberate red light jumping. However, the
Association objected to raising the penalty for those who could not stop during the
amber phase for safety reasons. He suggested that (a) the green light should flash at least five times before the amber light was
on;
(b) overhead traffic signals should be installed as soon as possible;
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(c) consideration should be given to imposing separate penalties for
contravening different light signal requirements specified under section 17
of the Road Traffic (Traffic Control) Regulations (Cap. 374G) (the
Regulations).
61.
Mr YUM further said that prosecution against red light jumping should be
supported by evidential proof as motorists would be susceptible to unfair enforcement
actions when prosecution was based on the personal observation of Police officers
only.
全港職業司機反對衝紅燈加重扣分大聯盟
(LC Paper No. CB(1)401/04-05(01))
62.
梁 靜 珊 女 士 , Secretary of the Alliance, said that the transport trades strongly
objected to the Administration’s proposal to increase the DOPs and fine for failure to
comply with traffic signals even though the proposed DOPs had been revised from 8
points to 5 points. The Alliance called on the Administration to withdraw the
proposal, pending necessary improvements to the current design of traffic signals and
other traffic management facilities. She highlighted that flashing signals which were
widely used in the Mainland should be provided in Hong Kong. She urged SETW to
pay heed to the views of the transport trades.
Hong Kong, Kowloon and N.T. Public & Maxicab Light Bus Merchants’ United
Association
(LC Paper Nos. CB(1)1127/04-05(03), CB(1)478/04-05(01) and CB(1)323/04-05(01))
63.
Mr LEUNG Hung, Chairman of the Association, said that the Association
strongly objected to the Administration’s proposal to increase the DOPs and fine for
red light jumping. The Transport Panel also passed a motion at its meeting on 14
December 2004, requesting the Government to adopt all possible and practical
measures to improve the design of road junctions and the display of traffic light signals
to ensure the effective detection of deliberate red-light jumpers before considering
raising the driving offence points against such offences.
However, the
Administration ignored the Panel’s view and insisted on raising the penalty for red
light jumping before the necessary improvements had been made.
64.
Mr LEUNG further said that it was unfair for the Administration to use the
results of the opinion poll conducted by the University of Hong Kong to justify its
proposal. It was assumed in the questionnaire that motorists committed red light
jumping deliberately and thus expectedly, nearly all respondents supported the
proposal. The Association had repeatedly pointed out that due to outdated traffic
signal design and inadequate facilities, professional drivers could easily fall into traps
and fail to comply with traffic signals inadvertently.
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Right Hand Drive Motor Association (HK) Ltd.
65.
Mr Paul LAW, Founder Chairman of the Association, said that the underwriting
profit for motor vehicle insurance business in Hong Kong had increased from some
$50 million in 2003 to some $500 million in 2004, indicating that motorists in Hong
Kong had taken greater care in driving. Pointing out that the countdown device for
pedestrians installed at certain signalized junctions was well received by the local
community, he considered that the provision of countdown device should be extended
to vehicles.
Institute of Advanced Motorists Hong Kong
(LC Paper No. CB(1)516/04-05(07))
66.
Dr MONG Hoi-keung, Vice-Chairman of the Institute, said that the Institute
supported the proposal to increase the DOPs and fine for failure to comply with traffic
signals. He made the following points(a) Hong Kong was a metropolitan city and thus the design of its traffic signals
should conform to relevant international standards.
(b) According to the Road Users Code, motorists should slow down and stop
their vehicles when the amber light was on. There was no ambiguity in
this regard.
(c) A vehicle traveling at a speed of 50 kilometres per hour (km/hr) could
travel 41 metres in 3 seconds. Hence, the present 3 second duration of the
amber phase allowed sufficient time for all types of vehicles to stop before
a signalized junction.
(d) The penalty for red light jumping should be higher than that for careless
driving, which was 5 DOPs and fine at present. Hence, red light jumping
should incur more than 5 DOPs.
Mixer Truck Drivers Association
(LC Paper No. CB(1)401/04-05(04))
67.
Mr CHAN Sam-choi, Secretary of the Association, said that the Association
objected to the Administration’s proposal to raise the penalty for red light jumping
before the necessary improvements had been made to the design of road junctions and
the display of traffic signals. The Association suggested that the amber phase should
be extended to 4 or 5 seconds, and all signalized junctions should be subject to a
uniform speed limit.
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Association of N.T. Radio Taxicabs Ltd.
(LC Paper No. CB(1)401/04-05(06))
68.
Mr LAM Kwai-keung, Chairman of the Association, said that the
Administration had done little to improve the design of road junctions and the display
of traffic signals despite the suggestions made by the transport trades. He was
disappointed at the Administration’s insistence on raising the penalty for red light
jumping before the necessary improvements had been made. He highlighted that at
present, motorists who stopped behind the traffic signals but protruded the stop line
might be charged for red light jumping. Raising the penalty for red light jumping
would put professional drivers under undue stress.
United Friendship Taxi Owners & Drivers Association Ltd.
(LC Paper No. CB(1)401/04-05(07))
69.
Mr AU-YEUNG Kan, Chairman of the Association, said that the
Administration should make reference to overseas legislation which differentiated
deliberate red light jumping from inadvertent red light jumping. He considered that
the relatively high casualty rate of red light jumping incidents reflected somehow that
the current design of traffic signals in Hong Kong was outdated and thus had created
traps for motorists. The increase in the underwriting profit of motor vehicle
insurance business also reflected that motorists had exercised greater care when
driving. He demanded that the Administration should first improve the design of
road junctions and the display of traffic light signals and amend the legislation to
differentiate between deliberate red light jumping and inadvertent red light jumping
for the purpose of imposing appropriate penalties.
中重型貨車關注組
70.
Mr LAI Kim-tak, Chairman of the Association, said that the Association did not
object to imposing a heavy penalty on those motorists who committed red light
jumping deliberately. The issue was that the existing road environment had a lot of
traps and drivers could easily commit red light jumping inadvertently. He
highlighted that the 3 second duration of the amber phase was not sufficient to allow
medium and heavy vehicles to stop safely before the stop line. The Association
demanded that apart from making necessary improvements to the design of road
junctions and the display of traffic light signals, the Administration should amend the
Regulations to differentiate deliberate red light jumping from inadvertent red light
jumping.
的士權益協會有限公司
71.
Mr WONG Tao, Representative of the Association, said that the traffic accident
occurred in North Point in late 2004 was an isolated incident involving two reckless
drivers. It was unfair for all drivers to take the consequences of the isolated traffic
accident. There were ambiguities in the existing legislation regarding red light
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jumping. The Administration should not raise the penalty for red light jumping
before the ambiguities were removed.
四海的士車主司機聯會有限公司
72.
Mr LAU Kim-wan, Representative of the Association, said that although the
traffic signals in Hong Kong met international standards, they indeed were outdated
and had deficiencies. Most motorists would agree that there were lots of traps in the
existing road environment and the existing traffic regulations were not sufficiently
precise. Without making necessary improvements to relevant facilities and removal
of ambiguities in the traffic regulations, raising the penalty for failure to comply with
traffic signals would not be an effective measure to improve road safety.
Hong Kong Taxi Association
73.
Mr LAI Hoi-ping, Chairman of the Association, cited the following examples to
illustrate the problems with the display of traffic signals (a) The sightline of a light goods vehicle driver would be completely blocked
off if he drove behind a large vehicle and intended to turn right from
Queen’s Road Central onto Pedder Street.
(b) Along the King’s Road, due to the presence of tramways on one side and
bus stops on the other, motorists often could not have clear sight of traffic
signals.
He considered that vehicular countdown devices and overhead traffic signals should be
provided to facilitate drivers’ compliance with traffic signals.
Container Truck Drivers’ Union
74.
Mr YU Kwok-on, Chairman of the Union, expressed serious doubt about the
effectiveness of the Administration’s proposal to raise the penalty for red light
jumping for enhancing road safety. According to his own driving experience, if he
tried to stop a container truck approaching the stop line immediately when the amber
light was on, traffic accidents would very likely occur and/or the vehicles behind
would get annoyed. Given the current design of traffic signals and the general road
conditions in Hong Kong, raising the penalty level for red light jumping was a
draconian measure and unfair to professional drivers, especially drivers of heavy
vehicles. He said that SETW should first understand thoroughly the actual
circumstances facing professional drivers before pursuing the proposal to raise the
penalty for red light jumping.
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Hong Kong Container Tractor Owner Association Limited
(LC Paper No. CB(1)401/04-05(14))
75.
Mr CHAN Fu-chuen, Director of the Association, said that whilst the
Association supported imposing a heavy penalty on those drivers deliberately jumping
red light, the Association was opposed to increasing the DOPs for red light jumping.
The Association considered that the Administration should review the existing
legislation governing the offence and improve relevant facilities. The existing
legislation did not differentiate the penalties for deliberate red light jumping and
inadvertent red light jumping. The existing amber phase was too short for a heavy
vehicle to stop safely before the stop line. A driver failing to stop behind the stop
line when the amber light was on would also be charged for red light jumping. If the
DOPs for the offence was increased to 5 DOPs or more, the livelihood of professional
drivers would be seriously affected.
Rambo Taxi Owners’ Association Ltd.
76.
Mr LEE Chi-leung, Chairman of the Association, said that the road traffic
conditions in Hong Kong were very complicated. Some instances of red light
jumping were not caused by poor driving behaviour. A more effective measure to
enhance road safety was to reduce the chance of motorists committing red light
jumping inadvertently rather than raising the penalty for the offence. He believed
that if the green light flashed a few times before the amber light was on, the chance of
red light jumping could be reduced. He also pointed out that under the existing
prosecution procedure for the offence of non-compliance with traffic signal, motorists
were vulnerable to improper enforcement actions of the Police.
Lok Ma Chau China-Hong Kong Freight Association
(LC Paper No. CB(1)516/04-05(14))
77.
Mr Stanley CHAING, Chairman of the Association, expressed dissatisfaction
that the Administration did not pay heed to the views of the transport trades on the
need to improve the road environment and criticized the Administration’s tactic of
initially proposing to increase the DOPs for red light jumping to 8 points and then
revising the increase down to 5 points. He also considered that should a heavier
penalty be imposed, it was necessary to review the present prosecution procedure for
the offence.
Hong Kong Automobile Association
(LC Paper No. CB(1)516/04-05(02))
78.
Mr Wesley WAN, Vice-President of the Association, said that the Association
supported raising the penalty level for red light jumping. In parallel, the
Administration should strengthen driver education and enforcement against the
offence. The experience of other jurisdictions showed that provision of vehicular
countdown devices would not help reduce red light jumping instances. In the United
States, the amber phase was also 3 to 3.5 seconds. The duration should be sufficient
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to allow all types of vehicles to stop at a signalized junction, especially as the design
of vehicles had improved much over time. However, the Association concurred with
some other deputations that if the green light flashed a few times before the amber
light was on, drivers could be better prepared to stop the vehicle in time.
HK Public-Light Bus Owner & Driver Association
(LC Paper Nos. CB(1)1096/04-05(03), CB(1)401/04-05(05) and CB(1)332/04-05(03))
79.
黎 銘 洪 先 生 , 秘 書 長 of the Association, said that the main issue was the
need to differentiate between deliberate red light jumping and inadvertent red light
jumping. The Association did not object to imposing a heavy penalty on those
drivers who jumped red light deliberately. However, partly due to the ambiguities of
the relevant traffic regulations, the Police often did not carry out enforcement actions
in a reasonable and fair manner. It was difficult for professional drivers to defend
himself against the Police’s charges at the court.
80.
Referring to the motion passed by the Panel at the meeting on 14 December
2004, Mr LAI emphasized that appropriate measures must have been taken to ensure
the effective detection of deliberate red-light jumpers before the proposal to raise the
penalty for red light jumping was taken aboard.
The Hong Kong Taxi & Public Light Bus Association Limited
81.
Mr TRAN Chau, Chairman of the Association, said that the Association held
similar views as other deputations from the transport trades, and was also opposed to
the proposal to increase the DOPs for red light jumping to 5 points.
Hong Kong Driving Instruction Club
82.
Mr Albert LAI, Vice-Chairman of the Club, said that the Club was opposed to
the proposal to increase the DOPs for red light jumping to 5 points. He opined that
larger traffic signals for vehicles should be installed at all traffic black spots and
crossroads. Whilst motorists should always be alert and adhere to good driving
behaviour, the Administration should take adequate and prompt actions to improve the
road environment to facilitate motorists’ compliance with the traffic regulations.
Kowloon Truck Merchants Association Ltd.
83.
Mr LEUNG Kun-kuen, Chairman of the Association, said that for a normal
motorist, the response time to a traffic signal was 1.25 seconds. For a heavy vehicle,
the current 3-second duration of the amber phase was not sufficient for heavy vehicles
to slow down and stop when approaching a signalized junction. It was highly
dangerous for heavy vehicles to brake suddenly in front of a signalized junction. The
Administration should seriously consider prolonging the amber phase or adding a
green flashing phase to enable motorists to stop their vehicles safely during the amber
phase.
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Taxi Dealers & Owners Association Limited
(LC Paper No. CB(1)401/04-05(10))
84.
Mr NG Kwan-sing, President of the Association, shared the view of other
deputations from the transport trades that it was unfair for the Administration to raise
the penalty for red light jumping before necessary improvements had been made to the
road environment and more publicity and education on safe driving had been done.
The Administration should appreciate the circumstances of professional drivers, who
would subject to undue stress if a stiffer penalty was imposed.
Public Light Bus General Association
(LC Paper No. CB(1)401/04-05(11))
85.
萬振輝先生, Vice-Chairman of the Association, said that the Association
entirely shared the views of other deputations from the PLB trade. The Association
supported imposing a heavier penalty on those drivers who committed red light
jumping deliberately. However, the Administration should seriously consider and
take actions on the following suggestions before imposing a heavier penalty (a) installation of red light cameras (RLCs) at crossroads and traffic black
spots should be expedited;
(b) where necessary, overhead traffic signals should be installed to ensure that
motorists had clear sight of the signals; and
(c) the relevant legislation and enforcement policy should be reviewed to
avoid disputes between the Police and motorists on charges against red
light jumping.
Urban Taxi Drivers Association Joint Committee Co. Ltd.
(LC Paper No. CB(1)401/04-05(12))
86.
Mr KWOK Chi-piu, Chairman of the Association, said that the
Administration’s tactic in taking forward the proposal to raise the DOPs for red light
jumping was akin to bargaining in market. Over the past few months, it had done
little to improve the road environment and hence it now came forth with a revised
proposal to raise the DOPs for red light jumping to 5 points instead of 8 points.
Notwithstanding the revision, the proposal would still cause undue pressure to
professional drivers and thus result in more traffic accidents. As a Principal Official,
SETW should keep abreast of the sentiment of professional drivers and adopt a
prudent approach in taking forward any punitive measure.
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Motor Transport Workers General Union
(LC Paper No. CB(1)332/04-05(02))
87.
Mr LI Wing-sang, Chairman of the Union, said that the traffic accident
occurred in North Point in late 2004 had aroused strong sentiment among the public
towards red light jumping. The Administration had taken advantage of this social
sentiment in its public opinion poll. Expectedly, the results were in favour of the
proposal to impose a heavier penalty for the offence. However, if a similar survey
was conducted among motorists only, the results should be very different. The Union
did not object to imposing a heavier penalty on those motorists who jumped red light
deliberately. But under the Administration’s proposal, motorists failing to comply
with traffic signals inadvertently would also be heavily penalized.
Motor Transport Workers General Union (Public Light Bus Branch)
88.
Mr AU-YEUNG Ming, Director of the Union, said that all professional drivers
would agree that there existed many traps in the present road environment. He
highlighted that many traffic signals on the Hong Kong Island were positioned right
ahead of tram platforms and motorists’ sight of them was seriously obstructed. In
view of the inadequacies of the existing facilities, the Transport Panel passed the
motion on 14 December 2004 urging the Administration to make necessary
improvements before pursuing the proposal to raise penalty. The trade could not
accept that the Administration pressed with the proposal without making significant
improvements to the road environment first.
Hong Kong Kowloon Taxi & Lorry Owners’ Association Limited
(LC Paper No. CB(1)1127/04-05(04))
89.
Mr TSE Ming-chu, Representative of the Association, said that without
necessary improvements to the traffic management facilities on the road, raising the
penalty for red light jumping would not be an effective measure for combating red
light jumping. The measure was also unfair to those drivers who committed red light
jumping inadvertently or involuntarily. The Association considered that the existing
penalty for red light jumping was adequate, bearing in mind that motorists who
jumped red light and caused accidents would be prosecuted for careless driving or
dangerous driving, which carried heavier penalties.
90.

Mr TSE further said that the Association had the following suggestions (a) overhead traffic signals should be installed;
(b) the green light should flash five times before the amber light was on; and
(c) red light cameras should be installed at all major signalized junctions.
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Hong Kong Logistics Association
91.
Mr Stephen CHENG, Executive Vice President of the Association, said that the
Association considered that to enhance road safety, the emphasis should be on
education and publicity rather than imposing heavier penalties. For example, the
Government should publicize the correct meaning of the amber phase, i.e. motorists
should start slowing down and stop their vehicles once the amber light was on.
Citing his personal driving experience, Mr CHENG said that the idea of differentiating
deliberate red light jumping from inadvertent red light jumping in the traffic
regulations warranted further study.
Federation of Hong Kong Transport Worker Organizations
92.
譚 偉 濤 先 生 , Representative of the Federation, said that the transport trades
were of the common view that if the Administration was genuinely concerned about
the safety of road users, it should have taken prompt actions to improve the traffic
management facilities on the road to facilitate compliance with traffic regulations
rather than insisting on raising the penalty for red light jumping. By emphasizing the
necessity of raising the penalty, the Administration was simply shifting its
responsibilities to the transport trades and motorists in general. There were many
underlying causes for professional drivers jumping red light, such as long working
hours and complicated road conditions. Raising the penalty for non-compliance with
traffic signals would not be effective in enhancing road safety.
Discussion with the Administration/deputations
93.
Ms Miriam LAU said that the perception of the general public about “red light
jumping” was that a vehicle did not stop but went ahead to pass a road junction when
the red light was on. Sections 17 and 18 of the Regulations together defined what
constituted as failure to comply with traffic signals, or “red light jumping” as
commonly referred to. The offence covered a number of scenarios including: a
vehicle simply went when the red light was on; a vehicle stopped when the red light
was on but had proceeded beyond the stop line before it stopped or stopped at the box
of a box junction; a vehicle passed a junction during the amber phase; a vehicle
stopped during the amber phase but proceeded beyond stop line before it stopped.
The latter three scenarios usually did not entail significant road safety problems. All
these scenarios of non-compliance with traffic signals were presently subject to a
uniform penalty according to sections 18 and 61 of the Regulations. Ms LAU further
said that the controversy over the Administration’s proposal arose from the fact that
the same penalty of 5 DOPs and $600 fine would apply to all the scenarios of failure to
comply with traffic signals. What the transport trades were demanding was that if a
heavier penalty was to be imposed, it should be imposed against deliberate red light
jumping only, i.e. the scenario where a vehicle simply went ahead when the RED light
was on. For the other scenarios of non-compliance with traffic signals, the existing
penalty should suffice. She then asked whether the Administration would heed the
transport trades’ view and revise its proposal accordingly.
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94.
SETW appreciated that the majority of the transport trades agreed to the
proposal to impose a heavier penalty on those reckless drivers who jumped red light
deliberately. Over the past few months, the Administration had made in-depth study
on the various suggestions made by the transport trades including the provision of
vehicular flashing and countdown devices. Studies and trials conducted by overseas
revealed that advance warning devices for vehicular traffic might significantly increase
the risk of head-rear collision due to motorists’ different responses to the information
displayed. Due to this and some other technical reasons, Guangzhou and Shenzhen
had dismantled their vehicle countdown devices.
95.
SETW further said that it was not correct to say that the Administration had
done nothing and simply sought to raise the penalty to combat red light jumping. To
facilitate effective enforcement, the Administration had decided to install more RLCs
and RLC housings. Overhead traffic signals were being installed at over 20 sites and
the Transport Department (TD) would consider installing more overhead traffic
signals if the special circumstances warranted such provision. Suggestions from
professional drivers on potential sites were welcome. TD carried out publicity and
education programmes to promote safe driving on a continual basis and these
programmes would be strengthened.
96.
As regards the suggestion to review the legislation on the offence of failure to
comply with traffic signals, SETW said that as mentioned by some deputations, the
amber light signal generally meant that a vehicle should slow down and stop behind
the stop line or the traffic signals if there was no stop line. On the concern about the
enforcement policy on red light jumping, she invited the Chief Superintendent (Traffic
Headquarters), Hong Kong Police Force to speak on the matter. She also informed
the meeting that Ms HUI Wai-mui, a member of the public, would like to speak on the
subject. (Ms HUI was notified by the Administration of the opportunity to speak on
the subject at this Panel meeting.)
97.
The Chief Superintendent (Traffic Headquarters), Hong Kong Police Force
(CS/TH) advised that the conditions under which a vehicle should stop in response to
traffic signals were prescribed in section 17 of the Regulations and were reflected in
the Road Users Code. Red light jumping or traffic light jumping was one of the top
10 causes of traffic accidents in Hong Kong in recent years. Enforcement of the
traffic regulations to ensure road safety was a priority within the Police Force. Police
officers on the ground enforcing the Regulations had in recent years been assisted by
an increasing number of RLCs installed around the territory and the cooperation of
TD. He emphasized that irrespective of whether the enforcement action was taken by
observation by Police officers or based on the photos taken by RLCs, the standard of
proof and the enforcement policy were the same in all cases. It was appreciated that
once the traffic signal went from green to amber, there were 3 seconds before the
signal turned to red. The amber phase was to allow motorists to stop before the
signal changed to red. However, the legislation specifically allowed for exceptional
situations. A vehicle approaching the stop line might be too close to the stop line or
the vehicle behind was too close to it that it could not stop safely. In those
circumstances, a vehicle might carry on.
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98.
Regarding prosecution policy, CS/TH said that when filing a prosecution, the
Police would ask the Police officer who had seen the offence to report all the
circumstances pertinent to his or her observation at the time, including the road
conditions, other vehicles and the possible speed of the vehicle concerned. In the
case where photographs had been taken by RLCs, at least two photos (three or more at
larger junctions) would have been taken in each case. He stated that where a vehicle
approaching had attempted to stop, but unfortunately slightly crossed the stop line, the
prosecution policy in those cases was to examine each and every case, look at the
evidence on the ground and all the photographs to determine whether there was a
deliberate attempt to jump the traffic signal or a genuine attempt to stop. Where a
vehicle had gone slightly over the stop line, but no accident and no injury had been
caused, the policy was not to prosecute. There might be instances where a vehicle
had crossed the line by a third or a half of the vehicle length and perhaps had impinged
upon the pedestrian crossing, in which case the Police would look into the
circumstances of the case to see whether prosecution was merited. In the vast
majority of these cases, the Police would not prosecute.
99.
CS/TH further said that in some instances, a vehicle had legitimately passed the
traffic signals but then had to stop at the junction because the traffic ahead did not
allow it to exit the junction. Where photographs had been taken, it would become
clear from the photograph evidence that the vehicle could not exit the junction. In
these instances, the Police would not prosecute.
100. Ms Miriam LAU said that the trade supported the use of RLCs to facilitate
effective and fair enforcement. Disputes mainly arose from prosecutions based on
the personal observation of Police officers. Although CS/TH had advised that the
Police would not prosecute in certain circumstances, the experiences of the transport
trades were that very often they were still prosecuted, and even when they attempted to
defend the case at the court, the court maintained the charges on the basis of the
conditions prescribed in section 17 of the Regulations. Given this reality, the trades
could not accept the proposal to increase the DOPs for red light jumping. Ms LAU
then proposed that only those cases where it was clear that the vehicle did not stop and
went ahead when the red light was on should be subject to the penalty of 5 DOPs and
$600 fine, and for the other cases, the existing penalty should be maintained. In
parallel, the Administration should make improvements to the traffic management
facilities on the road. In this regard, the trades had pointed out that very often, heavy
vehicles could not stop safely within the 3 second amber phase. They therefore had
suggested the extension of the amber phase or the provision of vehicular countdown or
flashing devices to allow them more time to respond to the change in traffic signal, but
these were all rejected by the Administration. It seemed that the Administration was
only concerned to push through the proposal to raise the penalty for red light jumping.
101. SETW said that CS/TH had clearly explained the enforcement policy with
regard to traffic light jumping and had affirmed that the same enforcement policy
applied irrespective of whether the enforcement was based on photograph evidence or
the observation of Police officers on the ground. The Administration had also
explained in detail why it did not pursue the proposals to extend the amber phase and
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the provision of vehicular and countdown devices. On the suggestion of reviewing
the relevant legislation to differentiate red light jumping from other traffic signal
offences, SETW said that the Environment, Transport and Works Bureau (ETWB)
needed to discuss the matter with the Police to determine whether the suggestioncould
be pursued.
102. Ms HUI Wai-mui said that she was one of the injured pedestrians in a traffic
accident two years ago that was caused by red light jumping at Whitfield Road. The
incident had made her realize the importance of road safety. Although she was not
seriously injured, she had suffered much psychologically from the incident. For more
than half year since the incident, she was scared of passing the road. Her emotion
had been disturbed by the experience for some time. Being a resident in Tin Hau, she
had seen many instances of red light jumping and had personally experienced an
incident again recently. She supported the proposal to raise the penalty for red light
jumping so as to strengthen the deterrent effect. Taking note of the view of some
professional drivers that raising the penalty would put drivers under undue stress, she
appealed to their understanding that their inconsiderate driving behaviour would
jeopardize the safety of themselves and pedestrians. If red light jumping was
endemic, pedestrians would also be under immense anxiety when they crossed roads.
103. Mr WONG Kwok-hing said that all the deputations from the transport trades
were of the common view that deliberate red light jumping should be subject to a
heavy penalty. It should however be recognized that very often motorists committed
red light jumping inadvertently and under circumstances beyond their control due to
traps on the road. The Administration should address this issue with appropriate
measures. As there was no representative from the transport trades sitting on the
Transport Advisory Committee, the deliberation of the Committee on the proposal had
not given due consideration to the problems experienced by professional drivers.
Given the strong view of the transport trades about the need to improve traffic
management facilities on the road and to tackle deliberate red light jumping and
inadvertent red light jumping separately, he demanded concrete response from the
Administration.
104. SETW said that most of the views expressed by the deputations from the
transport trades at this meeting had been reflected to the Administration at their regular
meetings with TD. Thus, she did not agree with Mr WONG Kwok-hing that the
Administration was not aware of the trades’ views because there was no representative
from the trades sitting on the Transport Advisory Committee. As a matter of
principle, drivers should slow down their vehicles when approaching a road junction.
Professional drivers should in particular be fully aware of this principle. In Hong
Kong, most roads leading to road junctions were subject to a speed limit of 50 km/hr.
Three seconds should be sufficient for all types of vehicles to stop before the stop line
unless the vehicles were traveling at high speed. There was no problem with the
design of traffic signals or road junctions. Professional drivers should not convey a
wrong message to the public that they could not control a heavy vehicle properly and
make timely response to traffic signals.
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105. SETW further said that there was a clear consensus in the community on the
need to improve road safety. The deterrent effect of the existing penalty for red light
jumping was inadequate as evidenced by traffic accident statistics. As public safety
was at stake, the Administration must not procrastinate on the matter. She reiterated
that ETWB would discuss with the Police on the suggestion of reviewing the
legislation relating to traffic signal offences.
106. Mr LEUNG Kwok-hung said that he fully understood the dire consequences of
careless driving and therefore agreed that those who jumped red light deliberately
should be subject to a heavy penalty. The main controversies were whether the
Administration had taken adequate and prompt measures to improve the road
environment to facilitate drivers’ compliance with traffic signals and whether the
legislation should be amended so that different penalties were imposed for deliberate
red light jumping and inadvertent red light jumping to better reflect the relative gravity
of the offences. The transport trades had put forward specific views and concerns on
the needed improvements, and it was incumbent upon the Administration to provide
satisfactory response. The Administration should not just urge Members to support
its proposal to impose a heavier penalty. He knew some professional drivers who
were already working under much stressful conditions. Raising the penalty for red
light jumping would possibly make them subject to undue stress and in turn adversely
affect road safety. He urged the Administration to expedite necessary improvements
to the road environment and examine the suggestion of Ms Miriam LAU of amending
the legislation so that deliberate red light jumping and inadvertent red light jumping
were treated separately.
107. SETW said that the Administration had already taken forward a number of
improvements including the installation of RLCs and overhead traffic signals.
Installation works had started and would continue. So far, 28 overhead traffic signals
were being installed. The Administration had explained that having regard to
relevant experience of other jurisdictions, it would not pursue the provision of
vehicular countdown or flashing devices. As regards enforcement, CS/TH had
clearly explained the enforcement policy with regard to traffic light jumping.
Although increasing the DOPs might increase the pressure on motorists, it would
undoubtedly strengthen the deterrent effect, making motorists more alert and careful
when driving.
108. Ms LI Fung-ying said that the transport trades and members shared the same
view that deliberate red light jumping should be subject to a heavy penalty. She
considered that the proposal to raise the penalty should be pursued after necessary
improvements to relevant road facilities had been made.
She expressed
dissatisfaction that despite that the transport trades had already made a number of
suggestions and the Panel had passed a motion at the meeting on 14 December 2004,
the Administration had not taken active follow-up actions but insisted that the proposal
to increase the penalty for red light jumping was to be implemented with the
introduction of legislative amendments by May 2005. She thus questioned whether
the Administration was adopting double standards in that it hastened the proposal to
raise the penalty for red light jumping but procrastinate on improvements to relevant
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road facilities. She stressed that at present, red light jumping would incur at least 3
DOPs and a fine of $450 and red light jumping causing casualties would likely be
subject to heavier penalties. She urged SETW to consider the views of various
concerned parties and re-prioritize the various measures accordingly.
109. SETW said that there was no question of the Administration adopting double
standards. It was necessary to take forward the legislative and other measures in
parallel to attain the objective of enhancing road safety. The implementation of
certain measures required further study and/or funding approval and thus it took some
time to complete the needed procedures and work. She stressed that the issues
pertinent to enhancing road safety had already been discussed at different forums over
the past six months. During this period, traffic accidents caused by red light jumping,
some of which involved heavy casualties, continued to occur frequently. It would be
irresponsible for the Administration to delay the measure of raising the penalty for red
light jumping which was necessary to deter the reckless driving behaviour of a
minority of motorists.
110. At this juncture, the Chairman said that as a number of members had indicated
interest to speak on this item, and the meeting was scheduled to end at 12:45 pm, he
consulted members on the arrangement for the next agenda item on “Northwest New
Territories Traffic and Infrastructure Review 2004/Reconstruction and improvement of
Tuen Mun Road”. Ms Miriam LAU said that the next agenda item involved
complicated issues and suggested that the item be deferred to the next Panel meeting.
Members agreed.
111. Mr Andrew CHENG said that the Democratic Party basically concurred with
the Administration that raising the penalty for red light jumping would not affect
law-abiding motorists and the measure would be effective in deterring reckless
motorists. The Democratic Party also agreed to the Administration’s order of
priorities on this matter. He however appreciated the transport trades’ demand that
the Administration should do its part by improving the road environment to facilitate
drivers’ compliance with traffic signals and considered that the Administration should
not overlook the concerns and views of the trades.
112. In reply to Mr CHENG Kar-foo’s enquiry about the progress of the installation
of RLCs and camera housings, the Deputy Commissioner for Transport/Planning and
Technical Services said that the Administration planned to provide a total of 96 RLCs
and had started to work on the implementation details. Once the required funding
was approved, the Administration would carry out the procurement and installation
works. As it would take some time to manufacture the RLCs and carry out the
installation works, the whole project would unlikely be completed within the 2005-06
financial year.
113. Noting the above, Mr CHENG Kar-foo opined that the Administration should
accelerate the procurement and installation of RLCs. The RLC housings should also
be erected as soon as possible. He anticipated that the Finance Committee would
approve the required funding without hesitation, and urged the Administration to
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complete the procurement and installation of additional RLCs within the next financial
year.
114. SETW assured members that the Administration had been taking forward the
matter vigorously. The Deputy Secretary for the Environment, Transport and Works
(Transport) 3 supplemented that at present, there were 28 RLCs and 111 RLC
housings. The Administration planned to procure additional 68 RLCs and to install
RLC housings at 20 additional locations, making up a total of 96 RLCs and 131 RLC
housings. The ratio of RLCs to RLC housings would become 3:4, while the ratio was
1:4 in most other large cities. The Administration planned to seek funding approval
within 2005-06 and thereafter would tender out the procurement and installation
works.
115. Mr LAM Kin-fung said that the enforcement practice of the Police against red
light jumping was one major concern. As RLCs were not available at all road
junctions, the way the traffic signal jumping offence was enforced was often at the
discretion of Police officers. He had the experience of being warned by a Police
officer for red light jumping in an instance when he had slowed down and passed a
junction during the amber phase. He had no intention to jump the red light at all in
that instance. He reckoned that similar instances were frequently experienced by
other motorists. He thus appreciated that the proposal to increase the DOPs for red
light jumping heightened the worry of professional drivers about improper
enforcement practices. The Administration should seriously address this genuine
worry.
116. SETW said that one of the measures pertinent to reducing disputes between the
Police and motorists on charges against red light jumping was the installation of more
RLCs and RLC housings. She also considered that the relevant enforcement policy
was very clear as had been explained by CS/TH.
117. Mr Albert CHAN pointed out that there could be great discrepancy between the
enforcement policy formulated by senior management of Police and the actual
enforcement actions taken by frontline officers. It was thus understandable that
professional drivers had grave concern about the proposal to raise the penalty for red
light jumping. Whilst he fully supported the spirit and principle underlying the
proposal, he was concerned that some motorists especially professional drivers would
be victimized as a result of unreasonable enforcement actions. He considered that the
main problem with the present proposal was that a heavier penalty would apply to all
scenarios of failure to comply with traffic signals irrespective of the fact that the safety
risk varied substantially in different scenarios. He also pointed out that under the
existing legislation, in more serious cases of red light jumping, the motorist concerned
could be charged for careless driving or other serious offences. He urged the
Administration to review and introduce amendments to the legislation so that different
scenarios of failure to comply with traffic signals would carry appropriate penalties to
reflect fairly the gravity of the offences.
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118. SETW said that as a road junction was an interface between vehicles and
pedestrians, any incident of red light jumping could still cause serious injury to
pedestrians. This was also the reason for the high casualty rate of red light jumping.
119. In reply to Mr Albert CHAN’s enquiry about the circumstances under which a
driver jumping red light would be charged for careless driving or other serious traffic
offences, CS/TH advised that normally, the Police would move beyond the red light
jumping offence if there had been an accident or a close miss obvious from the
observation of the Police officer on the spot or from photograph evidence. In a
serious accident, the driver might be charged for careless driving or even dangerous
driving depending on the circumstances.
120. Mrs Selina CHOW said that the Administration should not dichotomize the
transport trades and the public on the issue. There was in fact a strong consensus in
the community including the trades that deliberate red light jumping should be subject
to a heavy penalty. What was at issue was that the relevant legislation had grey
areas. As explained by CS/TH, there were certain circumstances under which
jumping the amber light was allowed. Secondly, enforcement was not without
ambiguities. She considered that before taking forward the proposal to raise the
penalty for red light jumping, the Administration should first examine whether the
actual enforcement operations were unequivocally consistent and fair, given that some
members and deputations had cited instances of enforcement operations departing
from the purported enforcement policy; if not, the concerns surrounding enforcement
based on personal observation of Police officers were genuine and needed to be
adequately addressed before raising the penalty for red light jumping. Mrs CHOW
also suggested that the trade should invite SETW to take a ride on a heavy vehicle to
obtain first-hand understanding of the concern that the 3 second duration of the amber
phase was not sufficient for heavy vehicles to slow down and stop safely.
121. SETW maintained that it was necessary to undertake improvements to road
facilities and raise the penalty for red light jumping in parallel as there was an urgency
to safeguard road users’ safety. The Administration had taken heed of the trades’
views and taken prompt actions to make improvements to road facilities. She
disagreed with Mrs Selina CHOW that the Administration was placing the general
public and the trades at opposite positions. She explained that as most of the
deputations attending this meeting came from the transport trades, and only one
individual had had personal experience in a traffic accident caused by red light
jumping, she had to relate to Members what she had gathered from the general public
regarding the urgency of combating the inconsiderate driving behaviour.
122. With regard to the enforcement practices of the Police, SETW said that the
Administration had reviewed with Police the policy and CS/TH had already explained
the current practices. She also said that she would consider accepting the trade’s
invitation to take a ride on a heavy vehicle provided that the driver would drive safely.
123. The Chairman said that the actual enforcement situation in regard to red light
jumping was a very important issue. He got the impression that CS/TH’s description
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of the enforcement policy was rather different from what had been experienced by
professional drivers and some members. He suggested that the Administration
should revert to members on this issue after further review of the enforcement
practices.
124. Mr Abraham SHEK said that before he came to this meeting, he had no
particular stance on the issue. After hearing the presentations of the deputations, he
went out to observe the situation at a nearby road junction and found that amber light
jumping was the norm while red light jumping instances were fairly frequent. To be
a responsible Principal Official, SETW should tackle the problem without delay. In
view of the seriousness of the problem, The Alliance supported the Administration
taking forward the proposal to raise the penalty for red light jumping. The Alliance
also considered that the Administration should take heed of the views of the transport
trades and make improvements to road facilities so as to tackle the problem at root.
125. Mr CHEUNG Yu-yan said that the Administration often took opportunity of
isolated incidents to justify its moves to impose draconian punitive measures on the
relevant trade across the board. In this case, he observed the inclination of the
Administration to adopt a similar approach. He considered it neither desirable nor
necessary to emphasize the differences between the transport trades and the general
public, and in fact they shared common concerns on the issue of road safety. Noting
from SETW that the Administration was installing overhead traffic signals at 28 road
junctions, he asked whether it had made any territory-wide assessment on the number
of road junctions requiring the facility, and the schedule for the relevant installation
works.
126. SETW responded that whilst isolated incidents had indeed aroused wide public
concern, the Administration had kept track of traffic accident statistics to monitor the
situation. The number of prosecutions against red light jumping increased by 60%
from 2002 to 2004, and the number of casualties increased from 583 to 675 during the
same period.
The present proposal was founded on objective data.
The
Administration would be irresponsible and treating the public unfairly if it did not take
appropriate actions to tackle the problem. As regards the installation of overhead
traffic signals, she advised that TD would consider providing the facility at additional
locations if there were special circumstances justifying the provision. The public
especially professional drivers were welcome to give suggestions of potential
locations.
127. Mr YUM Tai-ping, Chairman of The Kowloon Taxi Owners Association Ltd.,
said that the most effective measure was to improve the design of traffic signals. For
example, if the green light flashed a few times before the amber light was on,
motorists would have more time to respond and stop the vehicle. The response of the
Administration so far indicated its distrust of motorists’ judgment and he was
disappointed with this.
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128. Mr LAM Kwai-keung, Chairman of Association of N.T. Radio Taxicabs Ltd.,
said that the Administration should complete the installation of overhead traffic signals
at all major road junctions before proceeding with the proposal to raise penalty.
129. Mr LAI Kim-tak, Chairman of 中 重 型 貨 車 關 注 組 , expressed regret that
the Administration had made special arrangements at this meeting trying to
dichotomize the public and the transport trades. The trades had long been concerned
about the enforcement practices of the Police in regard to red light jumping. The
Police was given too much discretionary power at present. Moreover, the legislation
on traffic signal offences contained ambiguities. It was necessary to review the
legislation to remove the ambiguities and prevent arbitrary enforcement. Otherwise,
with the implementation of a heavier penalty, professional drivers would be put under
undue stress.
130. Mr WONG Tao, Representative of 的 士 權 益 協 會 有 限 公 司 , expressed
dissatisfaction that before consultation with the trade, the Administration had
announced its revised proposal to impose 5 DOPs for red light jumping a few days
ago. He cautioned that if the Administration did not heed the transport trades’
request to make necessary improvements to road facilities before pursuing the
imposition of a heavier penalty, the trades might have to resort to vigorous counter
actions. He urged SETW to resolve the matter through discussions with the trades.
131. Mr LAI Hoi-ping, Chairman of Hong Kong Taxi Association, said that in
Zhuhai, vehicular countdown devices had been removed due to technical problems and
a flashing green phase had been put in place instead. With the addition of the
flashing green phase, traffic accidents had substantially reduced. A similar device
was being put in place in Shenzhen. He questioned whether SETW had studied the
relevant experience of other places thoroughly.
132. Mr YU Kwok-on, Chairman of Container Truck Drivers’ Union, said that in his
10 years’ experience of driving heavy vehicles, he had not incurred any DOP. SETW
had misinterpreted the point he had made. What he had highlighted earlier on was
that given the present design of the traffic signals in Hong Kong, a driver had to decide
whether to halt or go ahead in one to two seconds during the amber phase having
regard to the traffic conditions at the moment. In many instances, a vehicle in
particular a heavy vehicle could not be safely stopped during the amber phase.
133. 黎 銘 洪 先 生 , 秘 書 長 of HK Public-Light Bus Owner & Driver
Association, questioned whether the Administration would respect the motion passed
by the Panel at the meeting on 14 December 2004 and whether members would back
away from their stance as set out in the motion.
134. Mr LEUNG Kun-kuen, Chairman of Kowloon Truck Merchants Association
Ltd., said that he had been a professional driver since 1970 and had not had incurred
any DOP. He had been driving very safely all along and did not say that he was not
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able to control a heavy vehicle. He had tried to explain the difficulties faced by
heavy vehicle drivers due to the current design of traffic signals.
135. Mr Stanley CHAING, Chairman of Lok Ma Chau China-Hong Kong Freight
Association, said that his impression of SETW was that she was rather impulsive in
her work approach. To illustrate this, he cited the incidents of the fare reduction of
New Territories taxis in 2003 and the permission for taxis to operate to the Lok Ma
Chau restricted area taken effect recently. For the latter incident, Mr CHAING
criticized that the measure was unfair to cross-boundary coaches as they had to obtain
a permit to operate in the restricted area.
136. Dr Mong Hoi keung, Vice-Chairman of Institute of Advanced Motorists Hong
Kong, said that the Association had made a proposal that amber light jumping and red
light jumping should be treated differently. For amber light jumping, the existing
penalty should suffice but for red light jumping, 8 DOPs should be imposed. As
regards some deputations’ views on the design of traffic signals, he commented that
traffic signals were an international language and thus special features should be
avoided as far as possible. He concurred with the Administration that the experience
in other places confirmed that vehicular countdown and flashing devices, due to
motorists’ different responses to the information displayed, would pose even greater
risk to road users’ safety. Overhead traffic signals were also not suitable for use in
urban areas.
137. SETW said that having listened to the views of the deputations, she could
confirm her belief that professional drivers were law-abiding citizens. She stressed
that the proposal to raise the penalty for red light jumping only targeted at reckless
motorists. In fact, it was due to the inconsiderate driving behaviour of a minority of
PLB drivers that the insurance premiums required of PLBs had substantially increased
affecting the whole trade. She believed that the trade would benefit from the
proposal. She also appealed to the understanding of the deputations that the
Administration was accountable to the general public and thus should take prompt and
appropriate measures to tackle the red light jumping problem without delay. She then
added that the Administration would review the legislation on traffic signal offences.
138. Ms Miriam LAU suggested that the Administration consider amending section
18 of the Regulations such that non-compliance with the traffic signal specified in
section 17(a) would be subject to the penalty of 5 DOPs and $600 fine while the
penalty for the other scenarios of non-compliance with traffic signals be kept
unchanged.
139. The Chairman thanked the deputations and the representatives of the
Administration for attending the meeting.
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